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NEWSLETTER
॥ नवारं भः अन्यारं भसयांतादायातत ॥

In Frame: Batch-24, AIMK
SITTING 1ST ROW: Upendra Singh Rathore, Saikh Asraf, Sital Kant Sharma, Apurba Saha, Aman Ashish Tigga, Kali
Prasad Kar, Vaibhav Sharma, Vivek Bindhani, Suman Singha, Anushay Yadav, Naveen Kumar Singh,
Sidharth Nayak, Nitish Kumar Jha
2ND ROW: Sayantika Lowha, Rupam Kumari, Snehlata, Archana Yadav, Sanjana Saha, Pragati Singh, Meghashree
Chatterjee, Preety Singh, Adeeba Seraj, Somi Kumari, Laxmi Thapa, Shibani Bera, Preety Kumari, Sneha
Kathade, Kiran P. Nair
3RD ROW: Sonam, Lisa Ghosh, Rakhi Mal, Shivani Singh, Simran Chauhan, Minakshi Kumari, Archana Mishra,
Sonali Chaudhary, Troyee Basu, Poushali Rudra, Apurwa Mishra, Swati Singh, Anis Sharon Tigga
4TH ROW: Rohan Das, Md. Mousin Gazi, Suraj Kumar Singh, Vanamala Akhil, Kiran Kumar Patnaik, Samarth,
Nikhil Kumar, Sanjay Chhetri, Abhinav Katoch, Tarak Shrivastav, Bibek Kumar, Sachin Tiwari, Sohan Jha,
Sumit Kumar
STANDING ROW: Shubham Yadav, Anoop Singh, Suraj Kumar Bera, Pankaj Kumar Ojha, Tanmay Singh, Abhishek Pandey,
Suraj Kumar Ishwar, Prince Kumar Dwivedi, Amit Kumar Singh

EDITOR’S EDICT
There comes a moment of farewell, when the
head is swirling, overwhelmed with recollections
of onset of the journey. The heart feels hefty but
the eyes gleam with the light of joy from the
beaming future ahead.
Good things happen when you least expect it,
they say.
Likewise, amidst the pandemic lockdown, when the Batch-24 was
least expectant, they were summoned to pioneer at the new
campus of the institution. As much as being overjoyed, there were
challenges that needed to be addressed for the facilities to run
smoothly for the students.
The hurdles, hardships, escapades, and triumphs that the odyssey
of two-year MBA course has shown the Batch-24 through, at AIMK,
will forever be etched in their mind’s eye.
Exhibiting commendable leadership and team-spirited attributes,
the senior batch left no stones unturned in passing down their
legacy onto their dear juniors, be it professional and academic
development or be it the celebrated ‘AIMK traditions’.
Apart from fulfilling their individual responsibilities, each studentcouncil member, as well as non-council member had pitched in to
add value to the standard of campus-life and make it a better place
to reside in, for themselves and their subsequent batches.
Batch-24, AIMK, will be esteemed and adored for all they have
achieved in the slipped-by two years of their stay here, by the
faculty as well as the junior batches who had an exuberant time
with them.
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From the Director’s Den
Time passes. It has. We saw difficult times with the onset of Pandemic
during which MBA 24 decided to step into the world of AIMK. An important
mile stone in the life of the student. Destiny had a different syllabus for
MBA 24. They battled the ‘New Normal’ of befriending the 15-inch monitor
and telling a machine or a Robot that they are not Robots. What an irony!
They did miss out on the “On Campus” life which is so essential for
personality development.
They step out in the competitive corporate world to show their excellence and we at AIMK wish
them well and all the success in the life. We would fondly remember their association with us. The
Alma Mater will be looking at them with great expectations.
The AIMK will continue its journey, a La Lord Tennyson
“For Men may come and Men may go,

But I go on forever”

Today we bid Farewell to MBA 24 and wish them all success, glory and prosperity in the endeavors,
Should auld acquaintance be forgot
And never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot
And days of auld lang syne?
-

Maj. Gen Vijay S. Ranade (Retd.)
Director, AIM

Bid Adieu
My return to offline classes happened in the winter of 2021; at the tail end of the third wave of
covid pandemic. That is when MBA-24 students were asked to resume their routine from the
campus. While I did work intermittently from the campus way before the students had arrived,
but it was only after their arrival that we all started embracing the new campus. The scared and
sleepy faces of Google Meet classroom came alive, beaming with optimism. I had taught them
all, seen their names on the assessment and attendance list but they wouldn't mean much had I
not met them in real life. It is only then that I got acquainted with the idiosyncrasies of each!
Ten years down the line if I look back, I will always remember the MBA 24 students as the
unprecedented batch grappling to come back to classroom learning after years of painful
screentime. The transition back to classrooms hasn't been easy. The food hasn't been the best,
the homesickness has crippled many and many others have spent sleepless nights getting
anxious about post-pandemic placements. Nevertheless; lifetime of bonds, energetic teamwork
were forged to bring the campus alive in these unparalleled times. After all, it was up to you to
set up the fresh vibe of the new premise.
It has been a pleasure to teach you, work with you, scold you and empower you with some of the
good things a college life should offer in the last few months of your stay here. If you have
survived this, you can survive anything ahead in future!
-

Dr. Debaleena Chatterjee

"Here is a list of terrible things, The jaws of sharks, a vulture’s wings,
The rabid bite of the dogs of war, The voice of one who went before,
But most of all the mirror's gaze, Which counts us out our numbered days."
-Clive Barker
“Dr. Debaleena Chatterjee is an Assistant Professor in Economics and Finance, and Faculty Co-ordinator of Student Affairs
at Army Institute of Management Kolkata, teaching training and research related to Microeconomics, Macroeconomics,
Research Methodology, International finance, Business Analytics and Operations Management. She also continues to
publish and present in various international conferences and journals on areas of infrastructural finance and sustainability.

In Frame: Batch-24 Student-Council Members, AIMK
with Faculty Members
SITTING 1ST ROW: Prof. Tamojit Ghosh Roy, Sub Sagar Kumar Dalal (Retd.) (Boys’ Warden), Prof. Abhilash Acharya, Prof.
Rianka Saha, Prof. Asmita Basu, Dr. Malini Majumdar, Maj. Gen. VS Ranade (Retd.) (Direcotor), Dr.
Ayan Chottopadhya, Dr. JN Mukhopadhayay, Prof. Anindya Saha, Dr. Protik Basu, Prof. Abhishek
Bhatacharjee, Dr. Prasenjit Kundu, Dr. Debaleena Chatterjee.
2ND ROW: Amit Kumar Singh, Apurba Saha, Sanjana Saha, Sneha Kathade, Samarth, Andrita Shaw, Sayantika
Lowha, Kiran P. Nair, Suman Singha, Upendra Singh Rathore
STANDING ROW: Suraj Kumar Singh, Rakesh Ghoshal, Kiran Kumar Patnaik, Vaibhav Sharma, Kali Prasad Kar, Mridul
Kundu, Sachin Tiwari, Yogesh, Nitish Kumar Jha

Tour d’Horizon
It was August 2020 when the MBA-24 batch got entrance into the book of Army Institute of Management. It was the time
when the country was hit by the COVID-19 pandemic and the course was being carried out in online mode. The very first
activity introduced was the addressal by Maj Gen AK Sapra, VSM (Retd), the then Director of AIMK, followed by Registrar,
Col MKR Varma and all the faculty members. The day after, the orientation process started with lots of industry leaders
coming and expressing their views on the current industrial trends going on and the opportunities we will be receiving
after our post-graduation. It included FMCG & FMCD sectors, BFSI, Supply Chain and Logistics, Transportation etc. The
conclusion of the event was with a virtual tour of Kolkata.
On 1st September 2020, the online classes started and the subjects from the MBA curriculum were introduced. As it is
said, “All work and no play make Jack a dull boy”, during the commencement of Durga Puja, the ISR segment of the
student affairs organized an online poster-making competition. The theme was ‘Creative forms of Goddess Durga”.
Students participated in the event enthusiastically and presented their masterpiece to the jury. The event was concluded
successfully, announcing 3 winners. We were put into internal testing in the form of continuous assessment exams. In
between the course there were many guest lectures conducted on ‘the emerging trends of technology’, ‘design thinking’
and ‘stock markets. The intra-college fest, SOURYA was knocking at the door and the batch was mighty excited for it. It
consisted of many interesting events such as solo singing, quiz, virtual trading, meme-war etc. The winners were honored
with certificates of appreciation.
It was January 2021, a new year arrived and so did an occasion we were eagerly waiting for - the Republic Day
celebration. Although it was in online mode, the sense of pride we took celebrating was unspeakable. Some students
took the initiative to come down to the campus and perform a dance form representing the cultures and traditions of
India. The 1st semester of MBA 24 ended with the semester examinations in March.
A new semester had started from April 2021. Everyone was geared up as this semester was an ice breaking to the
specializations would opt in our 3rd semester. Everyone was focused and started their venture. Meanwhile, during the
intermediate period of 1st and 2nd semester, there was a group activity for National Entrepreneurship Network (NEN)
conducted by Wadhwani Foundation. Here, the young minds formed groups and presented their unique products or
services. It was conducted to give them the essence of Entrepreneurship which many students might turn towards in
future. As the placements activity was going to begin from the month of August, the placement team helped the batch to
equip themselves with English Skilling and Quantitative Aptitude lessons, which would be helping us to clear our aptitude
tests conducted by various companies.
It was the time which the entire batch was waiting for - The Council Elections. After the declaration of election results,
the work for the welfare of the students started. Till the time academics and non-academic activities were planned by
the council, MBA 25 was welcomed to the Institute with an online Freshers’ Party. The audience was fascinated seeing
the performance of their own batchmates. The trailing was an online CHESS tournament. Both the batches proved their
mettle by enthusiastically participating in both the events and making it a grand success.

The third semester was going on and suddenly the good news was about to be received. In the month of September, a
batch of 30 students were called as a test case to check the requirement of the students to the newly shifted campus
at Rajarhat. These students got a chance to use all the resources & amenities and gave improvement points upon what
was needed to be improved. Batch 24 met, for the very first time, face to face with their companions. They organized an
offline Teacher’s Day event which they were eagerly waiting for. After a successful trail, finally in the month of December
when COVID cases were declining, the entire batch was called in for a Personality Development Capsule conducted by the
placement cell.
Many trainers were called and in house activities were conducted to inculcate sense of togetherness, leadership, and
design thinking amongst the students. It was the time when the institute was looking forward to a transition from online
to offline. This was made possible after successful arrival of the new Director. Both the batches of MBA 24&25 were
onboarded in February 2022. A full-fledged offline curriculum had now started. Students were exposed to offline classes
and were given a chance to conduct offline events.
The first offline event that was conducted was CHAKYAVYUH which was an inter-college sports event. It included
Basketball and Football tournaments. Total 8 teams from 5 colleges participated and tussled for that 1st position. The
teams from AIMK bagged 2nd runners up and 1st runners’ position in Basketball and Football respectively. It was a great
learning experience for the entire batch starting from the organizers to the batchmates because it was a peer-to-peer
interaction with other college students. The following event was BAZZARE which was an offline fete where the students
from both the batches put up their stalls and invited faculties, nearby colleges, nearby societies, and Army
Establishments to generate revenue. It was a real-time check of their strategic planning, execution, and marketing skills
which they will be put into after getting into the corporate. Here, the students got an on-hand exposure to build up their
public relations with other colleges and the army units stationed nearby. The teamwork involved during the BAZZARE
event was tremendous. Starting from pitching up tents for the event to planning up the contingency model to avoid the
last-minute hassle. The event was successfully concluded by the prize distribution of the winning teams under various
criteria.
The final event that MBA 24 organized was a Panel Discussion on the topic of Challenges in Supply Chain during the
Pandemic. The event was organized by the operations team of the institute under the guidance of operation faculties. The
team was named SANCHALAN. Three speakers with a moderator from varied industries were invited to the event. It was a
fruitful discussion that was helpful for everyone. The event was concluded with a lot of learning from the discussion and
successfully clearing all the prominent doubts of the students listening to the discussion.
Though it was a tough row to hoe, the batch still came up with unique and imaginative ideas to host such a wonderful
event. Knowingly or unknowingly, there are a lot of takeaways. Teamwork, punctuality, contingency planning, building
relations and maintaining them, and most importantly Empathy are the things that everyone will mesmerize after getting
a pass out from this institute. Although it nearly seemed impossible to plan and execute these activities on such short
notice without having adequate professional experience still the batch pushed through all odds to achieve excellence and
set an example in front of the junior batch that everything is measurable and achievable through knowledge, hard work,
and patience. We hope that this legacy should carry on despite all odds. These two years of MBA will always be
remembered from the core of the heart as COVID made us go to our comfort zones but the alarm of reality woke us up and
forced us to do such tremendous jobs that will not only nourish our physical health but also the mental peace. These two
years taught us plenty of things that cannot be quoted through words. The only thing that remain constant is:

“THE JOSH WILL ALWAYS BE HIGH SIR!”

-

Kali Prasad Kar

“Kali Prasad Kar is the Student's Council President of Army Institute of Management, Kolkata. He is Currently pursuing MBA in the 24th batch of
AIMK, with Marketing as his major specialization and Operations Management as minor. He is currently Placed in DHL Global Forwarding. His
preferred pastimes are writing poetry, singing and Playing synthesizer.”

Goal Diggers
9 lac - 12lac
The Batch-24 of AIMK has accomplished a
magnificent placement record, fuelled by their
tireless uphill battle. The students have
consistently persevered with regards to their
academic as well as co-curricular contributions,
alongside conducting and participating in various
sports and cultural events .

The students of every specialization, with their
unmatched efforts, have secured jobs in various
roles in their respective fields. They have actively
organized and engaged in practice sessions on
group discussions, extempore, mock personal
interviews, club activities alongside attending
seminars, workshops, and alumni talks
orchestrated
by
the
Institute.
Numerous of them are now will be adding value to
some of the renowned companies like Ferrero India
Pvt. Ltd., Reckitt Benckiser, HDFC Bank, PwC India,
Pidilite Industries, DLF India, Berger Paints and
many more.
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MRF Ltd
TCS(BPS)
Aditya Birla Capital Ltd
Ferrero India Pvt Ltd
Berger Paints
Axis Mutual Fund
Bandhan Bank
ICICI Securities
ICICI Prudential
LT Foods
ICICI Bank Ltd
Nagarro software
Datakatalyst Ventures
Pidilite Industries
IDFC First bank

Hall-of-Frame

Abhay Pratap Singh: The not so traditional munshi of the
institute, with a healthy head of hair and a straight tummy.

Abhinav Katoch: The gym freak who can be located in the
evening walking towards the gymnasium with a duffle bag and
an excited heart

Abhimanyu Kumar: "Mr. World Affairs", every news related
information is shared by him and the world gets to know about
it afterwards

Abhishek Pandey: Pandey ji is the captain of basketball team
and was an integral part of basketball board restoration team.

Adarsh Kumar Singh: Mr. loud-and- clear who speaks his
mind and "takes care" of his juniors occasionally

Adeeba Seraj: The fashion queen of the campus whose walk
can put any model to shame and insecurity

Ajay Singh Chauhan: Aka the CHM, captain of the football
team and a regular late comer to the fall ins

Akash Kumar: The fittest cricketer and a man with a pure heart
and "he has a different academic name" as emphasized by him
several times in a day

Aman Ashish Tigga: the boy who can be seen trying hand in
every sport during evening time resolute to become jack of all
trades

Aman Kumar Singh: the most eligible bachelor of the college
who can be located during the evening strolls in the campus

Amit Kumar Singh: The perfect gentleman with poetry as
hobby andMr. Typhoon when he enters the basketball court

Anindrita Shaw: The Annapurna Devi with a quiet and weighty
personality who takes her job with utmost seriousness and
sincerity

Anis Sharon Tigga: "Miss companion" she is best friends with
everyone along with faculty

Animesh Chhetri: Mr. Soft spoken and a part of the football
team but is the most prone to injury

Anirban Samadder: The ‘Amitabh Bachchan’ of the campus
and the one who must clarify his surname's pronunciation
repeatedly

Anoop Singh: Mr. ‘Encouragement’, keeps on encouraging
everyone to engage themselves in various activities, keeping
busy!

Anushay Yadav: The gyandev of the campus who is always
looking for disciples to shower them with his knowledge

Apurba Saha: Mr. polite who talks with a tad bit of extra
care and respect

Apurwa Mishra: The girl with the best hair and a friendly
attitude

Archana Mishra: Most happening girl in the campus but not
the most soothing voice

Archana Yadav: A humble down to earth lady who can do no
wrong all though her batchmates might beg to differ

Arnab Ghosh: Mr. “Sincerity” who sincerely does his sincere
part towards sincere betterment of the college

Ashish Tripathi: Mr. “Wise” who contributes to every discussion
and is a one shot basketball player

Atul Pandey: A friendly and humble personality looking for
different ways to help people around him

Bibek Kumar: The most adorable person on campus with a
helping nature

Bishnu Shah: A light man with a heavy personality, with a
"speak less but speak accurate" moto in life

Debasis Roy: Mr. "Studies-A-Lot" of the college and the
controller of activities in the academic infrastructure

Deepmohan Singh Parjai: Mr. handsome who is also the
official gym instructor and caretaker of many sore muscles
and torn tendons

Girja Shankar Mishra: The teapot man whose voice can reach
to mangroves of Sunderbans when spoken with utmost josh

Kali Prasad Kar: The ex-officio leader of every team and the
scapegoat put forward in every conundrum

Kiran P Nair: The social responsibility officer who is also
responsible for making the college groove in a sync

K M Imran: Part of the three musketeers’ group and the one
who saves his ace for the last move

Kiran Kumar Patnaik: The sprinting photographer who can be
seen up the hill and down the road in a matter of seconds

Laxmi Thapa: Miss “Jolly” of campus, one interaction with her
can energise you for the whole day

Lisa Ghosh: The lady with glasses, reflecting profound
knowledge and a great sense of wisdom behind which lies a
casually funny Lisa

MD. Javed Khan: The quiet Walker who looks like he is in
deep otherworldly thought and then you realise he’s just a
guy trying to remember where he kept his room keys

Manish Kumar: Mr. "Personality/Perfectionist” who is
always at his best discipline and even his casual talks are
like board room meeting stuff

MD. Mousin Gazi: Another one who is always helping and
leading by example but is also responsible for dissemination
of some great AIMK traditions

MD. Samim: One of the three musketeers and the smiling one,
you can put him in the most serious situation and he would
still have a cheerful smile on his face

Meghashree Chatterjee: The petite wise lady who is always
formal and organized but is a floor breaker when it comes to
dance

Minakshi Kumari: Miss “Yoga” of the batch and fittest girl of
them all. Even Beckham can't bend it like her

MD. Mohsin: Mr. "medicine wizard", there is no ache or pain
that can't be treated if presented in front of the unofficial
doctor of AIMK

Mohit Kumar Dubey: "The Great Khali" of the batch with a
complementing voice box, but you can easily find him rolling
on the floor out of laughter and jokes

Mridul Kundu: The diligent event organizer with a heart that
carries all the love for only two things- football and Suman
Singha sir

Naveen Kumar Singh: Mr. “Funny Bones”, who is always
looking to roast people and is one of the clever ones

Navin Kumar: The corporate ready guy, to find him in casuals
is a rare sight

Nikhil Kumar: Volleyball is his second love after beach print
shirts

Nitish Kumar Jha: The integral link to all the alumni and the
man whom we will all remember as the “Bazzare momo guy”

Pampi Bhattachaeya: The most approachable queen of the
campus, and always ready to help

Pankaj Ojha: Mr. “Self-Aware", always working on his
persona and improving to be a better version of himself

Pawan Kumar: You can find him standing up for all student
grievances and issues, "the voice of our hostels"

Poushali Rudra: The great DIY queen, who loves gardening
and roaming around in the campus

Prabhat Bhattacharya: Mr. "Workaholic" dedicated to his
work and goal, keeps on grinding, leisure is a luxury for him

Pragati Singh: Miss "moody" of the batch who can't be tamed
once she feels extreme emotions

Preety Singh: The social media queen, you can find her
capturing moments and making memories

Preety Kumari: Miss "Pretty", with a laugh of elegance that
gives a comforting vibe

Prince Dwivedi: Mr. Placement who has been working as a
lone warrior and who shares every trick in his bag with his
juniors

Rahul Choudhary: A rapid learner and Mr. ‘’Inquisitive" is the
most suitable title for him

Raj Kumar Yadav: The styling genius, who is responsible for
many gentlemen taking up comb and devoting hours in front
of mirror

Rakesh Ghoshal: The caretaker of all the social contributions
of this institute and the nightingale of the college that can be
heard after evening fall in

Rakhi Mal: The honest and the soothing one, cool headed
and a sports enthusiast looking for opportunities to beat the
bests of the game

Rohan Das: A person whose walk is the talk of the campus
and is one of the most organized personality you would ever
meet

Rupam Kumari: The introvert, keeping to herself and can only
be discovered during fall-in

Rupesh Pal: The imitator who carries a sassy vibe and is
responsible for many ROFLs due to his imitating talent

Sachin Tiwari: The volleyball champ and also the one
responsible for all the ball smash marks on the hostel wall

Saikh Asraf: The final piece to the puzzle of three musketeers,
simple living, and high thinking with a bit of inoffensive
practical jokes

Sajan Arun Pawar: The DJ of the batch without him any event
is incomplete and also has a soft corner for mess food

Samarth Singh: Mr. entertainment who has been vital in
keeping the standards of the mess up to the mark although he
barely eats anything

Sandeep Kumar Sharma: Mr. handsome of the batch, a
conscious communicator and a private person

Sanjana Saha: The mentor of everyone and the natural leader
of the group, all’s happy and gay with her up until the temper
tips off, after that everyone walks in a straight line

Sanjay Chhetri: The Ronaldo of the batch, and a blue moon is
more common than him being found without donning a cap

Shivani Singh: The matured yet the coolest girl, having both
the attributes, that of a laid back girl and a notorious mind

Sibani Behera: Miss pearly eyes and a great dancer, her caring
and helping nature has made her the favourite of everyone

Sayantika Lowha: The event manager who went all Indira
mode and organized great events, and the best greeter of the
batch

Shubham Yadav: The Rambo of the batch, and the brains to
all mischiefs of the lot, it’s a rare sight to find him standing
idle

Sidharth Nayak: The perfect gentleman, easy to approach and
always ready to share his experience, sometimes the tales
take time but one could only admire

Simran Chauhan: Voted the cutest girl, and a person with the
most contagious smile. One cannot frown on her, no matter
how hard they try

Sital Kant Sharma: The motivator of the batch, being
optimistic along with being practical is a combination very
rare to find and we have one in our campus!

Sneha Kathade: The “madam strict”, either you behave or you
will receive a lesson but when in mood is the most jolly of
the lot

Snehlata: If you want to find Snehlata look for Rupam, their
bond is stronger than that of fevicol

Sohan Kumar Jha: The sage, everyone looks up to, and the
sun might rise late someday but Sohan sir can be found
completing his rounds at 0530hrs, without fail!!

Somi Kumari: “My Lady” is the apt way to address her, such is
the composure and persona she carries

Sonam: Miss Sassy and party loving girl always struggling
with the mess of her hair

Sonali Chaudhary: The best dresser and the one who manages
all the hostel chaos with a constant smile on her face.

Suman Singha: The controller of all the amenities and the one
who adores Mridul Kundu sir, his best-est friend

Sumit Kumar: Mr. “try-it-all”, has been interested in every
sports activity but cannot commit to one, nevertheless his
academic performance takes care of everything

Sunil Vishnoi: Mr. "Bro-Code Guy", bold and confident and
always looking to make new friends

Sunny Kumar: Mr. "Sweet Stabber", knows how-to put-up
opinion and debates are a part of his daily routine

Suraj Kumar Bera: The integral part of formal shirt wearing
member of ’24, his casual can be utmost, a casual check shirt,
nothing more than that. Therefore, making him one amongst
the admired ones

Suraj Kumar Singh: The boys anna-data and the one who
represents all the aspirations and fantasies we have for the
mess’ food

Swati Singh: The sports enthusiast, great at basketball but
prone to injuries. One can see the worry in the eyes of her
friends whenever she plays.

Suraj Kumar: The best beard guy, has managed to maintain a
well groomed beard for a healthy amount of time

Swaraj Kumar: With a great sense of humour, he holds a
healthy IQ but struggles with his EQ

Tanmay Singh: Tall lanky fellow with a lost look on the
face but when talked to, conviction and confidence oozes out
of his statements

Tanmoy Maji: Mr. "Connections", if you want any product,
service, quotation, vendor..... He is your guy

Tarak Srivastav: “Mr. Mucchad” of the batch, who loves his
sandals, one chat and you can tell he is a great visionary

Troyee Basu: The combination of an author and a
photographer who is always looking for inspiration in and
around campus

Upendra Singh Rathore: The conductor of all fall-ins and the
brains to almost all punishment worthy activities

Vaibhav Sharma: Mr. vice president, a riding enthusiast, and
our preacher during morning fall in

Vanamala Akhil: With the most beautiful handwriting and
all the sincere expressions you'd expect him to be the ideal
student but such is not the case

Vivek Bindhani: Mr. Fit of the batch and the one who is
always conscious of his turnout, therefore looking the best in
the campus any time of the day

Vivek Kushwaha: The sweetest sports minister whose smile is
to die for and who has been exploited by his juniors for
random lunch and dinner parties

Yogesh: The institute's IT guy who is sleek to the extent that
you can see him defying gravity while walking

Wasfa Hassham: The nodder, quiet and tranquil from all the
mayhem, her polite and sweet way of talking can fetch many
hours once you are engaged in a conversation

“When in doubt, make funny faces”
- Amy Poehler

The Forgotten Heroes

Amit Negi

Amit Singh Mehra

Bikash Singh

Brajesh Kumar

Mohit Choudhary

Nausheen S Gaded

Puja Singh

Souvik Ghosh

Sky is not the limit when there are
galaxies to discover. T his is not adieu,
it's just seeing-off to the spaceship.
Au Revoir
- Manideepa Dey

In Frame: Batch-24, AIMK with Faculty Members
SITTING 1ST ROW: Prof. Tamojit Ghosh Roy, Sub Sagar Kumar Dalal (Retd.) (Boys’ Warden), Prof. Abhilash Acharya, Prof.
Rianka Saha, Prof. Asmita Basu, Dr. Malini Majumdar, Maj. Gen. VS Ranade (Retd.) (Direcotor),
Dr. Ayan Chottopadhya, Dr. JN Mukhopadhayay, Prof. Anindya Saha, Dr. Protik Basu, Prof. Abhishek
Bhatacharjee, Dr. Prasenjit Kundu, Dr. Debaleena Chatterjee
2ND ROW: Pragati Singh, Rupam Kumari, Snehlata, Sanjana Saha, Apurwa Mishra, Wasfa Hassam, Preety Singh,
Adeeba Seraj, Meghashree Chatterjee, Minakshi Kumari, Anindrita Shaw, Somi Kumari, Anis Sharon
Tigga, Rakhi Mal, Sayantika Lowha, Kiran P. Nair, Poushali Rudra, Archana Mishra
3RD ROW: Deepmohan Singh Parjai, Anirban Samadder, Samarth, Aman Ashish Tigga, Sidharth Nayak, Abhinav
Katoch, Vivek Bindhani, Abhimanyu Kumar, Kali Prasad Kar, Sohan Kumar Jha, Nikhil Kumar, Sachin
Tiwari, Upendra Singh Rathore, Yogesh, Nitish Kumar Jha, Sajan Arun Pawar
4TH ROW: Vaibhav Sharma, Kiran Kumar Patnaik, Md. Javed Khan, Apurba Saha, Bibek Kumar, Ajay Singh
Chauhan, Tanmay Singh, Anushay Yadav, Sandeep Kumar Sharma, Mridul Kundu, Pankaj Kumar Ojha,
Akash Kumar, Bishnu Saha, Sumit Kumar, Rohan Das, Tarak Srivastav
STANDING ROW: Suraj Kumar Bera, Rakesh Ghoshal, Amit Kumar Singh, Suraj Kumar Singh, Lisa Ghosh, Sonam, Md.
Mousin Gazi, Sital Kant Sharma, Swati Singh, Sneha Ramesh Kathade, Suman Singha, Saikh Asraf,
Vanamala Akhil, Rupesh Pal

विद्याधनं सिवधनात ् प्रधानम ्

